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HI!HI!

Nothing in this whitepaper constitutes financial advice or a contract. Investing in any
cryptocurrency project is a risk. Before making any purchases of SHIBA REWARDS, we
recommend you conduct your own research using this whitepaper, our official
website, and our official social media channels. Nothing in this whitepaper, on the
official web site, or official social media channels is a guarantee or promise of future
performance of SHIBA REWARDS. Losses can be substantial based on the level of your
purchase. While we have established parameters to restrict certain transactions, there
can be great risk in the crypto market. You should only participant in any
cryptocurrency project if you are prepared to sustain a total loss of the money you
have invested in that project. 

Disclamer:
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The Problem
Our team has long since realized that most new token projects are
designed to get one group of people rich, the developers. Since we were
disappointed over and over again in the number of projects that don't
actually focus on the investors, we developed our own project.

The Solution
A token that puts investors in the drivers seat, with low overall taxes and
low marketing/dev fees. Introducing  Shiba Rewards!

Every buy and transfer of Shiba Rewards features 0% taxes.

Every sell of Shiba Rewards has a 10% tax distributed as 3% Shiba Inu
tokens, 2% Liquidity, 4% Marketing/Dev, and 1% Burn.

To receive Shiba Inu tokens, all you have do is HODL at least 10,000,000
Shiba Rewards tokens and you'll receive a percentage of the distribution
of each sell. 

How it works

Why Shiba Inu tokens?
The Shiba Inu ecosystem consists of three tokens: Shiba Inu (SHIB),
Leash (LEASH), and Bone (BONE) with the SHIB token is the most
prominent component of the Shiba Inu ecosystem. 

CoinMarketCap lists Shiba Inu (SHIB) as the #15 cryptocurrency in the
world. What started as a meme token is now a successful community
token with its own exchange and has a market cap of over $13 billion.
At any moment, someone like Elon Musk can fire off a Tweet and Shiba
Inu HODLers could experience amazing profits!
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Tokenomics
Total supply:              1,000,000,000,000  (1 trillion)
Contract:                     0x895D473aBFFaa469279f6b7055375349f9A53Bc6

Soft Cap:       125 BNB
Hard Cap:     250 BNB

Presale:             51%
Liquidity:          39%
Team:                   4%
Marketing:       2.5%
Giveaways:      2.5%
Launch Fee:        1%

Presale  1 BNB = 2,050,000,000 $SHREW
Listing   1 BNB = 1,975,000,000 $SHREW



Community support and trust in this project is extremely important to
us. As such, we have implemented features in our token's contract that
demonstrate our commitment to protect investors. 

Anti-whale feature - Individual transactions are limited to a max 1% of
total tokens in circulation.
Can not lower max transaction limit - We are unable to lower the max
transaction below 1%. This prevents us from putting it at 0% and thereby
not allowing any sells to occur. Many contracts do not have this feature.
Can not mint or burn tokens
Can not pause contract - Also can not put a timer lock on the contract.
Sell taxes can not be raised above a total of 10% - While we can
change the various tax amounts until we renounce ownership, we can
not raise the total sell taxes above 10%. Meaning all sell taxes must add
up to 10% or less. 
Liquidity is locked for 5 years - Immediately after the pre-sale, 80% of
the raised liquidity was locked for 5 years at PinkSale. A link is provided
on our website for verification. 
Full contract audit - A full contract audit was completed by Audit Rate
Tech and is published. Shiba Rewards passed with no critical, high,
medium, or low issues discovered. 
Team is KYC'ed - Conducted by IDOPresales & PinkSale. Founder is
doxxed.
Team tokens are vested and locked for one year   
Renouncing ownership 1 year after launch - We will renounce
ownership at the 1 year mark after team tokens unlock (to ensure no
issues)

Rewards

Why Shiba Rewards?

Shiba W H I T E P A P E R
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Roadmap
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Whitepaper launch
Deploy contract
Website development
Community building on
Telegram, Discord, and
Twitter
Conduct contract and
KYC audits
Begin marketing push

List pre-sale on PinkSale 
Develop Dapp for
website
2,500 Telegram & Discord
members
1,000 Twitter followers

Launch on Pancake Swap
(conclusion of pre-sale)
Lock liquidity for 5 years
Update listing on
BSCScan
Lock Team tokens for 1
year
1,000 $SHREW HODLers
5,000 Telegram and
Discord members
2,500 Twitter followers
Expanding marketing
campaign following
successful launch

List on CoinMarketCap
and CoinGekco
Continue marketing
campaigns 
Begin 12-month airdrop
campaign for token
holders 
5,000 $SHREW HODLers
Develop merchandise 
10,000 Telegram  &
Discord members
5,000 Twitter followers 
Renounce Ownership 1
year after launch

Final Thoughts
We were tired of terrible projects we invested in and never saw real
rewards or were so scammy with high taxes for the Devs, you knew the
projects were going to get rugged. Or they take 30 to 49% of liquidity
raised, basically skimming profits from the start thereby condemning
new projects to fail. Frustrated, we created our own token and have
heavily focused on protecting the integrity of the project. This is the first
of two major projects that will interconnect and reward token holders.
Big things are coming later this year and we're happy to have you as a
member in OUR community! 

Thank you!Thank you!


